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Abstract

The case Ayub Khan v. Municipal Corporation of Delhi Schools is one of the landmark cases for promoting a conversation on ethics of corporal punishment in Indian society. Based on literature synthesis and the critical examination of the Court case using ethical frameworks (Stefkovich, 2006; Stefkovich & Shapiro, 2010) this paper argues that law alone may not preclude teachers from using an age old practice such as corporal punishment. Furthermore using literature related to the Court case as secondary data sources, the paper argues that teachers trained in incorporating ethical paradigms in their decision making presents best chances for effective implementation of laws against corporal punishment in Indian schools.
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1. Introduction–Ethics in Teaching Profession

Ethics is concerned with judgment people make regarding right or wrong based on morality (Stob, 1978). People use their consciousness based on their background and past experience to solve problems in ethical manner. Ethical framework is basic assumptions about beliefs, values and principles to guide choices (Starratt, 2004). An ethical framework constantly guides individuals to make decisions. There are four main ethical frameworks: ethics of justice, ethics of care, ethics of critique and ethics of profession (Starratt, 2004; Stefkovich, 2006; Stefkovich & Shapiro, 2010). Depending on the situation one or more than one ethical framework could be applied to solve problems. Stefkovich (2006) argues that due to the nature of profession teachers often use more than one framework to conduct their daily business (See Table 1).

Ethical frameworks help educators adopt unique perspective where they go beyond the rulebook of schools to make the best judgments for the students. Knowledge of ethical frameworks provides teachers with a lens to evaluate their decisions based not only on legal framework but also on ethics. Teachers trained to use ethics in their daily businesses tend to be more sensitive towards students’ need (Begley & Stefkovich, 2004; Begley & Stefkovich, 2007). These teachers use ethical perspectives to solve students’ related matter in fair and just ways leading to promotion of equality and equity.

In western countries such as United States, teacher preparation programs started incorporating ethics in their curriculum from early on. There is a long line of literature on ethics in teaching profession in United States. Scholars such as Dewey (1909) talked about ethics in teaching in his book Moral Principals in Education. He argues that ethical decision making requires educators to use critical reflections before choosing an action over other, which is usually informed by societal values.

While teachers in the United States learn about ethics through teacher preparation curriculums, teachers in countries such as India have a fewer opportunities to get trained in ethics while undergoing teacher preparation programs. Additionally, ethics in Indian teacher preparation programs is primarily adopted from the western countries (Tiwari, 2013). Therefore, applying ethical frameworks originated in western countries could provide insights on ethical implications of school corporal punishment in India and could demonstrate the necessity of ethical training for educators.
Table 1. Ethical paradigms at a glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Paradigms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics of Justice</td>
<td>Ethics of justice focuses on fair treatment of all persons and it urges educators to look to laws and public policies for ethical guidelines (Strike et.al, 2005; Furman 2004). An educator operating under ethics of justice paradigm evaluate the school policies keeping in mind the rights of the students and the school community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics of Care</td>
<td>Ethics of care prompts educators to make moral decisions and requires educators to use multiple voices in decision-making process (Shapiro &amp; Stefkovich, 2010). According to Gilligan (1982) interconnectedness between need, sensitivity and peaceful conflict resolutions are core feature of care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics of Critique</td>
<td>Ethics of critique aims at awakening educators to inequalities in society to lead them to development of options related to authority, voice, empowerment and privilege (Shapiro &amp; Stefkovich, 2010). Questions related to rules and their enforcement could be asked through ethics of critique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics of Profession</td>
<td>Ethics of profession is a dynamic process that requires development of personnel and professional codes to make judgments and decisions (Shapiro &amp; Stefkovich, 2010). Educators have responsibilities towards teaching profession and thus society at large.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Method

The Court case: Ayub Khan v. Delhi Municipal Corporation Schools, 2009

Shanno Khan—an 11 year old girl with learning difficulties from an elementary school ran by the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD)—was asked by her teacher to memorize English alphabet as homework. The next day as a consequence for Shanno’s inability to recite the alphabet, the teacher spanked Shanno and gave her a time-out outside the classroom (Samson, 2009). Later, Shanno fainted and became unconscious. Shanno was rushed to the hospital where she slipped into a comma and passed away on April 17, 2009. Shanno’s parents lodged a police complaint against the teacher and later went to the Delhi High Court. The Delhi the Commission for Protection of Child Rights has been investigating the case on the directives of the Court. The final verdict on the case is still pending.

2.1 Overview of Corporal Punishment in Indian Schools

Corporal punishment has been widely practiced in India to discipline students for centuries. Teachers use corporal punishment to teach students to behave appropriately or perform high academically (Chiang & Shouse, 2011; Tiwari, 2014). According to Hindu mythology teachers are equated to god. In the ancient system of schooling, Gurukul, the students were sent to live with their teachers at a very young age. The parents usually relinquished their parental rights, turning over care of their children to the teachers. Additionally, parents gave rights to the teachers to discipline their children as required (Raj, 2011). Gradually the teachers gained a powerful status among the parents of Gurukul system of education. Although, the Gurukul system of education no longer exists, the belief that education could only be earned with hardships under strict teachers’ discipline still persists in the Indian society.

Furthermore, wide acceptance of corporal punishment in Indian schools is reminiscent of colonial schooling system. The master-servant relationship, which characterized the socio-political oppression of colonial rule, was institutionalized in the schools and persists today (Raj, 2011). A majority of teachers in Indian public schools are from upper caste and discriminate toward students from lower caste (UNICEF, 2007). Different political parties use schools to promote their own agenda based on division of caste and language.

The political propaganda started in colonial India publicized that people who knew English were superior to those who did not know English is still widespread in Indian schools. Students are punished for their inability to converse in English. Students face corporal punishment in many cases because they could not converse with teachers in English.

According to a study done by National Council for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR, 2011), 69% of the students attending Indian public school face corporal punishment. The report found that those students who come from minorities or low socio-economic status are more vulnerable to corporal punishment in schools.
Some of the commonest methods of corporal punishment are caning, spanking, slapping, physical discomfort to the body and discomfort caused by inappropriate body posture.

However, in last couple of decades, injuries or death of the students due to corporal punishment in schools has made this practice controversial. In 2000, the Supreme Court of India ruled that corporal punishment should be outlawed from the schools (Bhowmick, 2009). Almost after a decade, in 2009–the same year Shanno died—the government of India banned corporal punishment in schools through Right to Education Act (RTE). However, even with the judicial and legislative ban, the practice still continues (NCPCR, 2011).

2.2 Why Ethical Frameworks to Analyze the Case?

Ethical framework guides an individual’s values and beliefs related to right and wrong (Starratt, 2004). Employing ethical framework to the case on corporal punishment approaches issues through a way of thinking where jurisdiction is both legal and ethical. Additionally, it bridges the gap between social and educational conversations related to corporal punishment. Corporal punishment was made illegal at the time of the incident. However, clearly the law was ignored which is indicative of the fact the law alone could not bring change. Critics (e.g., Stefkovich, 2006; Walker, 1998) argued that conversations based on ethical frameworks present the best chance for a safe learning environment.

Shapiro and Stefkovich (2010) proposed that in educational settings multiple ethical paradigms should be used to solve issues related to students. Stefkovich (2006) stated that the best interest of students could be fulfilled only when educators approach problems with more than one ethical frameworks. In her book, Best interest of the student: Applying ethical constructs to legal cases on education, she mentions that multiple ethical frameworks have an overarching theme, which could help school stakeholders understand and solve complex problems (See Figure 1).

3. Results and Discussion

Analysis of Ayub Khan v. MCD based on ethical frameworks

Ethics of justice, as it applied to the case, showed that the teacher treated Shanno unfairly in that she could have given Shanno extra time to learn English alphabet. Teachers have certain rights to enforce the homework policies. However, the social construct where ethics of justice originated clearly states that individuals have to give up certain rights for the good of society (Starratt, 1994, as cited in Stefkovich, 2006, p. 9). The teacher allowing Shanno to recite the alphabet at a later day could have depicted that she trusts her students, which is an essential foundation for effective teaching and learning.

As Stefkovich (2006) states, role of individual in relation to others take into account mutual expectation, trust, loyalty and concern (p. 10). The teacher has known the family for quite some time. The parents had been sending their three children to the school on a regular basis, which indicates that they were committed to the education of their children. Therefore, one could argue that the teacher could have called the parents to talk about Shanno’s inability to recite alphabets.

One of the components of the ethics of care requires educators to include multiple voices in decision-making process to come to a conclusion (Stefkovich, 2006). The teacher decided to act with her own discretion by not involving any member of the family or school community showed her insensitivity towards the public school system, which is based on democratic values. The teacher could have asked herself: Is the student going to benefit from the action? Would she be hurt from the action? How would corporal punishment help the student? Is it going to help the society? The teacher’s answers to these questions could have prompt her to take actions in accordance with the ethics of care.
Ethics of care as it concerns the teacher shows that the teacher has showed little compassion towards Shanno. Shanno spent two hours in sun and repeatedly request for water (Bhowmick, 2009; Times News Network, 2009). However, she was not given permission to drink water. As Stefkovich (2006) quoted Nodding, “ethics of care assumes that human beings have intrinsic worth and emphasizes unconditional commitment to others”. Perhaps, the teacher’s refusal to allow Shanno to get water could lead students to believe that they were insignificant.

Applying the ethics of critique to the role of Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) school board indicated that MCD has defended its status quo that a MCD employee could not harm a student. The MCD has maintained that teacher is not the cause of Shanno’s death. They have said that the teacher used spanking and time-out to discipline the student but never neglected her. It is not clear if the school has a written guideline on student discipline. However, it is unlikely that they had a code of conduct or school discipline handbook (Tiwari, 2013). In such case how do they determine consequences of the student’s misbehaviors?

Looking at the case with ethics of critique raised a question if the teacher has violated human rights by asking a student to stand in the sun and denying her to get water (Times News Network, 2009). One may argue that the teacher, who came from Majority Hindu religion, discriminated Shanno, who came from minority Muslim religion. Historically, students from lower caste and poor religious background have faced more corporal punishment in Indian public schools (UNICEF, 2009).

The critical theorist would ask who has made the rules and who is responsible for enforcing them (Stefkovich, 2006). It is not known from the secondary court documents if the school Shanno attended has a homework policy and if the teachers are required to enforce it. However, considering the fact that it a public school in Delhi, it is unlikely they have a written homework policy. If this is the case, then Shanno’s request to give her another chance was clearly ignored. The critical theorist would argue that the use of the homework rule favors individual teachers. Teaching profession urge that teachers to understand their learners and context of the rule to make a decision to bring the positive changes (Dewey, 1909).

Ethics of profession as it applied to the case asked what the profession would expect of the teacher. Dewey (1909) argued that role of schools are to prepare students for the future. It is expected that teacher adopt a teaching style that brings the best in the students. Shapiro and Stefkovich (2010) suggested that the teacher, in addition to professional ethics, follow their personal codes of ethics build on personal values and experiences. The idea is that teachers’ ethical values resonate with the moral aspects of teaching taking into considerations all attributing factors that affect the students (Furman, 2004).
Shanno was 11 years old, she attended second grade; she had learning issues (Samson, 2009; Times News Network, 2009; Tiwari, 2013). When a student faces challenges with academic subject areas, it becomes necessary for the teacher to seek intervention. Different modalities of learning help students who lag behind in academics (Shah et al., 2014). However, in Shanno’s case the teacher adhered to a rigid curriculum and followed stereotypic teaching methods. Asking children to recite alphabet letters may work with some students whereas, other students learn alphabets through different methods such as stories.

Teachers have a moral obligation to pay attention to the unique needs of the students (Shah et al., 2014; Starratt, 1994; Strike et al., 2005). Children’s needs could be educational, psychological and familial. When applying ethics of profession teachers start to see if students have problems learning the subject and if they have an issue with schools, or the family problems are letting the student lag behind in academics (Stefkovich, 2006).

4. Conclusion

Schools would not be able to provide opportunity for a safe learning environment to all students until teacher preparation programs in India incorporate ethics of corporal punishment in their curriculum. The ethical-moral dimension in the teacher preparation curriculum would convey principles of right and wrong, mutual respect to human beings, the manner in which a person should conduct oneself and value stands that guide such conduct (Greenfield, 1993; Begley & Stefkovich, 2004; Begley & Stefkovich, 2007; Stefkovich & Shapiro, 2010; Tiwari, 2014). The teaching profession requires teachers to take into consideration all attributing factors that affect students; only then we can take right decisions in the best interest of students. Legislations such as Indian RTE Act, which prohibits corporal punishment in schools, combined with guidelines to promote teaching based on ethical and moral principles presents the best chances for safe learning environment.

India is a collective society where individual interests are outweighed by community interest. It is a general tendency among Indian parents to accept corporal punishment as a right provided to schools to educate their children. Therefore, it is imperative that teachers learn about ethics of corporal punishment to make their decision in the best interest of students (Raj, 2011; Tiwari, 2013). Despite the ban corporal punishment has not been eliminated from Indian schools, which indicates that law alone is not enough. There is a need to begin a conversation based on ethics of corporal punishment.

The teachers are authorities in the classrooms and thus it’s their moral obligation to act ethically and rationally with respect for the rights of students. Based on literature synthesis of secondary data this paper conforms that teachers who have received training in ethics are more likely to teach students about their rights, duties and responsibilities (Shapiro, & Stefkovich, 2010; Stefkovich, 2006; Starratt, 1994; Tiwari, 2014). It is likely that empowering the students by making them aware about their rights could make a difference in their educational process and create safe learning environments.
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